
Key Question 2: Why was Hitler able to dominate 
Germany by 1933?

All of the revision sessions here are aimed at helping you to answer this 
key question. So, you will look at early Nazi party ideology and then you 
will look at how the Nazi Party changed and why it grew in support by 
the early 1930s.

We will be making links to Key Question 1, in order to understand why, 
by 1933, Hitler had become Chancellor of Germany. 

You don’t have to do every activity, perhaps focus on those you feel less 
confident with. This is for guidance. 
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Session Content Suggested  Activities Exam practice Date Completed

Session 1:
Learn and Practice

30 minutes

Weimar Germany and the Nazi State 1) Weimar at its Height: Summarise Weimar Germany in 
1929 using the following headings:- Economy, Relations 
with other countries, Political stability, rights and 
freedoms of German people, Prosperity of German 
people

2) The Nazi State:- Summarise Germany in 1933 using the 
following headings:- Economy, Relations with other 
countries, Political stability, rights and freedoms of 
German people, Prosperity of German people

3) What has changed? Make a note of the key differences
This Key Question explains how those differences came 
about and how Hitler used them to get to power

Session 2: 
Learn & Practice

1 hour

What did the Nazis stand for in the early 1920s?
25 point programme, Hitler’s early role, Nazi
ideology

1) Where were Hitler’s big ideas? Around this question, 
write definitions of Nationalism,  Socialism, 
Authoritarianism, Militarism and Anti-Semitism.

Explain how they link to Hitler and the Nazis
1) What was the 25 point programme? On a flashcard, try 

and recall 2 points from the programme which are linked 
each of the following: Nationalism, Socialism, Anti-
Semitism, Militarism, Authorianism

2) Why were the Nazis both nationalist and socialist in 
their early years

3) How did Hitler become the leader of the Nazi Party? 
Think about his role as propaganda Minister and the 
Party’s main speaker. 

Give 2 things you can infer from 
Source A about Nazi Party ideology in 
the 1920s. (4 marks)

Session 3: 
Learn & Practice 

1 Hour 

How far was the Munich Putsch a failure?
Why did Hitler attempt a putsch, what happened, 
reasons for success/failure

1) Stab in the Back, Treaty of Versailles, Occupation of the 
Ruhr, Hyperinflation, Rentenmark, Army, the SA – next to 
each of these key words/terms write a sentence to 
explain how they influenced the Munich Putsch. 

2) Look back at your 8 picture storyboard from Key Q 1.
3) ‘Short term failure, long term success’ – write a clinching 

argument to the Key question ‘How far was the Munich 
Putsch a failure’, using this idea as your judgement.

Explain why the Munich Putsch was a 
failed for the Nazis.
You may use:
• The German Army
• Bavarian leaders
You must also use information of 
your own (12 marks)
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Session Content Suggested  Activities Exam practice Date Completed

Session 3:
Revisit Sessions 1-3

15 minutes 

Early Nazi Party  & Munich Putsch 1. What factors were in place, 1918-1923, that might point towards 
Hitler becoming the dictator he did?
Make a list of factors and draw links between them.
2. Make a mneumonic about the reasons why Hitler carried out the 
Munich Putsch using the name of the event:
MUNICH PUTSCH

Session 4:

Learn & Practice

1 Hour

How did the Nazis change tactics after the 
Munich Putsch during the ‘lean years’?

1. Recap the reasons why the Munich Putsch had failed
Think about how all of the following would help the Nazis: Mein Kampf, 
appointment of Goebbels as propaganda minister, Gauleiter system, 
Nuremberg rallies, Hitler Youth, speaker schools, flexible policies for 
wide appeal and power through democracy. 
Use this website to help you:
http://www.johndclare.net/Weimar6.htm
2. Try and arrange their new tactics into an mnemonic

Session 4:

Revisit Session: 4 and Key 
Question 1

10 minutes

Why did the Nazis have little success between 
1924 and 1929?

1. You need to go back to the Weimar Golden Years. List each of the 
Nazis’ main ideas – such as destroy communism – and explain, 
using features of the Weimar recovery, why such ideas were 
unappealing. Try and link them to positives of the Golden Age, such 
as joining the League of Nations and the Dawes Plan. Make sure 
you have something under each heading: Economic, Social and 
Political

2. Decide what you think was the main reason why despite Hitler’s 
work, the Nazis were still relatively weak in 1928.

Session 5: 

Learn & Practice

1 Hour

How did the Wall Street Crash affect ordinary 
people of Germany?

1. You need to collate stats for this question. So, find stats for the 
following and the effects of the Wall Street Crash:

• Banks
• Businesses
• Jobs
• The Young
• Farmers
2. Now think about the Nazis and their promises. How might they now 
start to appeal to ordinary people? Link their ideas to the effects in 
each area. 

How useful are Sources B and C 
for an enquiry into reasons for 
growth in Nazi support 1929-
1932. (8 marks)

Session 5:
Revisit Session 5

Session 5: The economic effects of the Wall 
Street Crash

1. Find out what the following stats relate to in terms of the economic 
effects of the WSC:
60%, 40%, 6 million, 12.5 million, 15%

http://www.johndclare.net/Weimar6.htm


Session Content Suggested  Activities Exam practice Date Completed

Session 6:

Learn & Practice

1 Hour

How did the Depression impact the Nazis’ 
opponents
Communism, Bolshevism, Propaganda, KPD, 
Socialist, workers

1. Look carefully at the events of the early Bolshevik Period in 
RUSSIA. Use this to work out who would  a) support the Communists 
in Germany and b) fear the Communists in Germany. Use a piece of 
evidence to support your ideas
2. Think back to the Spartacist uprising. Why would this be a 
worrying event for German Nationalists?
3. Look at your notes on the effects of the economic depression on 
German people. Which of those people might turn to the 
Communists for a solution to their problems?
4. Why did the Nazis gain from the Communist’s growing popularity.

Give 2 things you can infer from
Source D about why the 
Communists grew in popularity (4 
marks).

Session 6:

Revisit Sessions1-5

15 minutes

Why did support for the Nazi Party grow in the 
years 1929-1932

Sessions 1-5

Start a mind map of the different factors influencing support for the 
Nazi party. You should be able to add detail to:
Fear of Communism, Treaty of Versailles and Economic 

Depression. 
Make sure you link them all to Hitler gaining popularity and try to 
make links between them too. 

Use the resource to help you.

Explain why the Nazis became 
increasingly popular between 1929 
and 1932 (12 marks)
You may use the following:
• Fear of communism
• Treaty of Versailles
You must also use information of 
your own.

Session 7:

Learn & Practice

45 minutes

What was special about the Nazis campaigning 
1929-1932?

1. Test yourself: Start by recapping the new tactics adopted by the 
Nazis after the Munich Putsch. If possible, explain them to 
someone at home. 

2. Add two points of explanation to each of the following: Hitler 
the Superman, Propaganda, Technology,  Promises and 
Flexibility, the role of Josef Goebbels

3. Watch: http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zd66n39
4. THINK and make a note: Why would they have wider appeal 

than the Communists?

‘Study Interpretation 1 and 
Interpretation 2. They give 
different views about the reasons 
for the appeal of the Nazi Party to 
the German people, 1929-1933. 
What is the main difference 
between these views? (4)

Session 8:

Learn and Practice

40 minutes

Why did German people become disillusioned 
with the Weimar Government 1929-1932?

1. Recap: Dawes Plan – arranged by the Weimar government, 
what was the Dawes Plan and how did it worsen Germany’s 
economic depression?

2. Test yourself: Write down the weaknesses of the Weimar 
Constitution. Get someone to test you if you can.

3. Using the resource: Now add evidence of these weaknesses 
becoming more apparent during the Economic Depression 
1929-32. 
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Session 8:

Revisit sessions 7 & 8

Why did support for the Nazi Party grow in the 
years 1929-1932

Sessions 7&8

Add to the mind map of the different factors influencing support 
for the Nazi party. You should be able to add detail to Nazi 
Campaign tactics and Weakness of the Weimar government and 
the role of Josef Goebbels 

Session 9:

Learn and Practice

30 minutes

How did political intrigue lead to Hitler becoming 
Chancellor

1. Three key characters: Hindenburg, Von Papen and Von 
Schleicher. All of these men played a role in Hitler’s 
appointment as Chancellor. Read the events carefully and add 
notes underneath each man. 

2. Produce a 6 picture storyboard of the events leading to Hitler’s 
appointment. 

3. ‘We’ll push him so far into the corner he’ll squeak’ – explain this 
Von Papen quote in the context of Hitler being made Chancellor

4. Finish the mind map

Study Source E and Source F. How 
useful are Sources E and F for an 
enquiry into the strength of 
democracy in Germany by 1933? 
Explain your answer, using sources 
E and F and your knowledge of the 
historical context (8 marks)

Session 9

Revisit sessions 2-9

Why did Hitler become Chancellor in 1933?

Use your knowledge from all sessions to explain the above 
interpretation. 
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Resources



Session 2

Source A
Session 5

Source B

Nazi Campaign Poster, 1924

“Out Last Hope: Hitler” election poster 
published in 1932

From an interview with a 
member of the Nazi Party
For five years I remained 
unemployed and I was 
broken both in body and 
spirit and I learned how 
stupid all my dreams were 
in those hard days at 
university. I was not 
wanted by Germany…then 
I was introduced to Hitler. 
You won’t understand and I 
can’t explain either 
because I don’t know what 
happened, but life took a 
tremendous new 
significance. I committed 
myself, body, soul and spirit 
to the movement.

Source C



‘The Bolsheviks 
(Communists) took over the 
economy. They allowed 
some small businesses to 
stay in private hands but 
workers took control of 
factories and mines. All 
banks and larger factories 
were taken under the 
control of the state. All 
landowners lost their 
estates, which were given to 
the peasants (land workers). 
All private ownership was 
abolished. A secret police 
force called the Cheka was 
set up and thousands of the 
middle and upper classes 
were exiled (driven out of 
Russia) or executed’. 
OCR Modern World History 
textbook on the Bolshevik 
Revolution.

Session 6

The figures represent an industrialist, a Nazi 
and a social democrat.  

Source D
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Session 7
From The Coming of the Third Reich, by 
Richard J. Evans, published in 2004.
…Nazi propaganda…skilfully targeted 
specific groups of the 
electorate…The…Party recognised the 
growing divisions of German society into 
competing interest groups in the course of 
the Depression and tailored their message 
to their particular constituency. The Nazis 
adapted…a whole range of posters and 
leaflets designed to win over different 
parts of the electorate.

Interpretation 1

Interpretation 2

From Adolf Hitler, by John Toland
published in 1976
In 1930, he was offering something new 
to Germans – unity. He welcomed all. 
There was no class distinction: the only 
demand was to follow him in his fight 
against Jews and Reds, in his struggle for 
Lebensraum and the glory and good of 
Germany.

Nazi Strengths
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Extracts from two text books



What role did each  of these men play?

Session 9: Political Intrigue



Storyboard
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From Berlin Stories, by Christopher Isherwood, published in 1934. Isherwood was a 
British journalist living in Berlin at the time Hitler came to power in Germany. 

Each week there were new emergency decrees. Bruning’s weary episcopal voice 
issued commands… and was not obeyed… Berlin was in a state of civil war. Hate 
exploded… out of nowhere; at street corners, in restaurants, cinemas… at midnight… 
in the middle of the afternoon. Knives were whipped out, blows were dealt with 
spiked rings… chair-legs, or leaded clubs; bullets slashed the advertisements… In the 
middle of a crowded street a young man would be attacked… thrashed, and left 
bleeding on the pavement.

“[Bruning] is weak” [they] said. “What these swine need is a man with hair on his 
chest.” … People said that the Nazis would be in power by Christmas. 

Source E

‘The Temporary Triangle’ 1933
Von Hindenburg and Von Papen (together) –

“For he’s a jolly good fellow,
For he’s a jolly good fellow,
For he’s a jolly good fe-el-low,
(Aside: “Confound him”)
And so say both of us!”

A 1933 cartoon from the British Political magazine Punch. It 
shows Hindenburg (on the left) and Von Papen (on the right) 
lifting Hitler to power.

Source F


